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Everybody’s Talking
Impolite parrots: Most of us are brought up being told 
to “mind our manners.” Somehow, a flock of eight parrots 
at Lincolnshire Wildlife Park in eastern England did not 
get the message. Or, they got the message but refused 
to listen, and continued to flaunt their “fowl” speech. 
Park officials had attempted to curb the African grays’ 
behaviour with reprimands like time outs. But to no avail. 
Now, instead of trying to keep the offending parrots away 
from the well-behaved ones, park employees have decided 
to try a new experiment: move the naughty parrots in with 
the 92 polite parrots in the hopes they will pick up better 
manners from their feathered peers. Time will tell

Alpine office: Hold on to your office chairs! A Chinese 
advertising agency is being accused of taking “remote work” 
to a new level by literally relocating its entire operation from 
a city business district to a remote mountain area. Former 
employees are crying foul play, alleging that the relocation 
was a plot to make them voluntarily pack up their desks 
so the company could avoid layoffs and compensation. In 
what can only be described as an uphill battle, the agency’s 
move made the daily commute a two-hour trek, each way, 
especially challenging for those without a personal car. 
Now, that’s taking “remote” work to new heights!

Bite and run: Residents of the small town of Vastogirardi, 
in the Molise region of Italy, could not figure out why they 
often would go out to their cars only to discover their 
tires had been slashed. The residents of the peaceful little 
village were scratching their heads and beginning to fear 
there was evil intent behind the strange and consistent 
vandalism. Finally, cameras were set up and undercover 
patrols assigned to the case. They quickly discovered the 
culprit: a dog with a very sore set of teeth. Apparently the 
canine suffered from gingivitis and was biting into the tires 
to relieve the pain.

Bad example: Marathon runners are not likely to be 
chain smokers. The two habits simply don’t go together. 
But for a 52-year-old Chinese marathon runner known as 
Uncle Chen, now dubbed Smoking Brother, lighting up 
before the race and even chain smoking during the race 
was common. He recently ran the Xiamen Marathon in 
Beijing and did it in three hours and 33 minutes. However, 
officials made the decision to issue him a two-year ban 
from their races, and voided his time and ranking from the 
event because smoking while on the track was considered 
to be a punishable behaviour due to its impact on the other 
1,500 runners.

Quoteable Quotes
“Write your sad times in sand, write your good times in 
stone.” —George Bernard Shaw
“Happiness is when what you think, what you say, and 
what you do are in harmony.” —Mahatma Gandhi

What’s Happening
Looking for something to do. The Cochrane Library 
ALWAYS has fun events happening. Check out their 
website at cochranepubliclibrary.ca   405 Railway Street 
West
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Trivia
1. In A Christmas Carol, who was Jacob Marley’s business partner?
2. Which British TV show featured John Cleese as a hotel owner?
3. Joseph Glidden invented the first successful paperclip, remote 
control, or barbed wire?
4. Keflavik is the largest airport in what country?
5. What body of water washes upon the western shore of Australia?

(Flip bottom of page for answers)
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